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INTRODUCTION

Considerable interests has been shown in the last
decade by the opportunity of high accelerating gradi-
ents generated by plasma oscillations excited with either
an intense laser [1] or with a relativistic electron beam
[2]. The latter case, termed Plasma Wakefield Accel-
eration (PWFA), consists in injecting a charged bunch,
e.g. an electron driver bunch in a -background- gas; to
conserve neutrality, plasma tries to screen the electron
bunch by producing a wake. The induced wake can be
used to accelerate a trailing bunch, eventually externally
injected. PWFA is a very promising approach that re-
cently has been demonstrated to produce effective accel-
erating fields on the order of GV/m [3, 4]. While conven-
tional accelerators are limited by the breakdown field of
the metallic cavities, plasma can self sustain the self in-
duced fields without suffering from such a restriction. In
this context the high-efficiency acceleration of an electron
beam with PWFA at FACET has gained much attention
[4].

Part of the PWFA dynamic complexity is related to
the co-existence of phenomena characterized by differ-
ent time-scales: the period of plasma oscillations 2πω−1

p ,
the characteristic time of transverse driver dynamics√

2γωp and the driver deceleration time γωp (with γ the
Lorentz’s factor and ωp the plasma electron frequency).
Detailed studies require numerical simulation able to
catch the variety of timescales involved. The state of
the art approach to simulate PWFA is represented by
Particle in Cell (PIC) codes [5]. PIC simulations capture
plasma evolution at a kinetic timescale by discretising
plasma with macro-particles and by self-consistently in-
tegrating the Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations on a
computational grid. Such an approach is time-consuming
even with efficient parallelization techniques. Three-
dimensional PIC codes are still computationally too ex-
pensive for systematic scans related to PWFA problems.
The use of hybrid kinetic-fluid technique [6–8] can be an
alternative to considerably reduce simulation time. Hy-
brid codes for PWFA model the background as a fluid
while keeping a PIC-like discretisation only for the elec-
tron bunches [6, 7].

An ideal PWFA scenario consists of a driver followed
by a trailing bunch that maintain its quality, i.d. its
brightness B = 2I/εxεy over traveled distance (with I

the beam r.m.s. current and ε the normalized emittance
along the x, y axes). It is also desirable to keep the beam
energy spread as small as possible. To achieve these goals
both the driver and the trailing bunch need to be finely
manipulated, it is necessary to control with great accu-
racy their charge, shape and dimensions; i.d. it has been
shown that the trailing bunch need to have a trapezoidal
shape to avoid beam loading [9, 10]. No geometrical con-
ditions are given on the driver. In this paper we discuss
the characteristics the driver have to meet in order to
generate a stable bubble, that in turns allows for a sta-
ble trailing bunch propagation with no quality loss. We
observe that the driver into a plasma channel naturally
evolves toward a stable configuration [11, 12]; by taking
advantage of this natural behavior we discuss how the
driver can be injected at different dimensions without in-
fluencing the trailing bunch evolution. We can rephrase
the previous sentence by saying that for PWFA the driver
can be injected into the plasma also at un-matched con-
ditions [13] allowing for some beneficial flexibility. Such
a flexibility is beneficial when considering a realistic case
where a single photo-injector creates and transport both
bunches up to the plasma accelerating section. The prac-
tical difficulties reside in tuning the photo-injector optics
for two significantly different bunches at the same time.
A single photo-injector can be tuned only around the re-
quirements of one of the two: this is particularly true for
plasma acceleration where the beam parameters result to
be quite ”extreme” in terms of dimensions and a slight
initial mismatch can lead to disastrous results. The sim-
plest strategy to overcome this technological limitation is
to employ two different accelerator lines. This, however,
poses a number of issues on the correct alignment and
synchronization of the beams and is far from being cost
effective. In this paper we present the effectiveness of
the PWFA flexibility: the photo-injector is tuned for the
trailing bunch and we partially ignore the driver geomet-
rical conditions since we show that by mean of a passive
plasma lens self-stabilizing effect it naturally reach a sta-
ble condition with little influence on the trailing bunch.

The identification of the geometrical thresholds that
the driver has to meet at the plasma entrance are a non
trivial problem that require a numerical approach with a
systematic scan. We perform this study with a big-data
approach exploited with hundreds of simulations with the
hybrid-code Architect [6, 14, 15]. Since Architect is a se-
rial code we have performed the whole scan in one single
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parallel run by running the hundreds of simulations in
parallel, overnight, on a HPC cluster computer. Driven
by analytical models [10, 12, 16, 17] we have data-mined
the results by bringing to a definition of a robustness
threshold that identify the maximum longitudinal and
transverse bunch extent at which the driver needs to be
delivered at the plasma.

Add article structure

THE ARCHITECT CODE

The present study is conducted with the Architect code
[14]. Architect belongs to the family of hybrid approach
for plasma and laser wakefield acceleration [6–8], where
to reduce the computational cost the electron background
plasma is treated as a cold fluid. The use of a fluid
background significantly reduce the computational cost.
Architect uses the PIC approach to evolve the electron
bunches to preserve the kinetic nature of bunches, parti-
cles are evolved in a 3D3V phase-space. Electromagnetic
fields are evolved accordingly to Maxwell’s equations. To
further reduce calculation time without loss of accuracy
the fluid and electromagnetic equations are solved assum-
ing cylindrical symmetry. The integrated equations can
be written, in a compact way, as follows,

∂tne +∇ · (βec ne) = 0

∂tpe + cβe · ∇pe = q(E + cβe ×B)

∇×E + ∂tB = 0

∇×B− c−2∂tE = qµ0c (neβe + nbβb)

dtpparticle = q(E + cβparticle ×B)

dtxparticle = vparticle (1)

where E is the electric field, B the magnetic field, c
the speed of light, βe = ue/c the relativistic β for the
background electrons, βb the relativistic β for the elec-
tron bunch, pe the fluid relativistic momentum for elec-
trons, ne is the electron density and nb the bunch density.
For each single particle of the kinetic bunch(es) we iden-
tify a relativistic momentum, pparticle, a relativistic beta,
βparticle, a velocity, vparticle, and a position, xparticle. The
first and second equations of Eq.(1) are the fluid mass
conservation and the fluid momentum conservation re-
spectively. The third and the fourth are Faraday’s law
and Ampere’s law respectively. The last two equations
of Eq.(1) are the kinetic compound to the model, the rel-
ativistic Newton’s law for each single particle composing
the bunch(es): the momentum equation and the position-
velocity equation. In Eq.(1) the fluid velocity classically
written as ue has been written as a function of β. Ions are
assumed as a static background. The code algorithms are
presented in [6], and a full comparison with a PIC code
is presented in [15].

Dynamic in plasma-based accelerators spans over a
large range of timescales, while beams evolve on a

timescale on the order of the inverse betatron oscilla-
tions, the background plasma evolves on a timescale on
the order of the inverse of the plasma frequency. The
shortest dominating timescale is the background plasma
frequency. The hybrid approach permits to overcome the
computational cost imposed by the shortest timescale
without renouncing to the full time-explicit formula-
tion. A time-explicit formulation permits to take into
account for background density modulation: plasma den-
sity ramps and radial plasma channel modulation. We
observe background electrons have locally similar behav-
ior. The evolution of a single particle around the ion bub-
ble resemble the behavior of the local ensemble averaged
behavior, a fluid description holds. The hybrid approach
algorithmic strength consists on the combination of ma-
ture state-of-the-art numerical techniques both for the ki-
netic description as well as for the fluid part. The novelty
of a hybrid approach consist is the wise combination of
the different algorithms using different timescales. The
interaction between the kinetic and fluid scale is made
possible via the bunch current, calculated and weighted
on the fluid mesh. The novelty introduced by architect is
the resolution of evolution equation in a time explicit do-
main, there is no quasi-static approximation. Moreover
electron bunches are initialized in vacuum with their self
consistent field, we treat the transition from vacuum to
plasma.

The simulations that are presented in this paper have
been performed with a longitudinal resolution of ∆z =
1 µm and a transverse resolution of ∆r = 0.4 µm; the
driver is discretized with 300k particles, while the trailing
bunch with 100k particles. The bunch energy is 500 MeV.
For our systematic study we change the driver dimen-
sions: the simulation box is adjusted in order to well ac-
commodate the driver and in order to optimize the com-
putational resources. The smaller simulation box counts
for 700 points longitudinally and 250 points radially, the
larger one 1200 points longitudinally and 650 transver-
sally.Each simulation, due to a different box extension
has a different run time, however the whole systematic
scan has been performed overnight by running in parallel
the whole scan.

DRIVER SELF FOCUSING AND THE
ROBUSTNESS CRITERIA

The basics analysis necessary to clarify the driver evo-
lution and its focusing within a plasma channel, so as the
trailing bunch evolution within the plasma bubble, can
be described by making use of an envelope equation [18],
or with an equivalent approach based on Courant-Snyder
parameters [19]. The envelope equation for a bunch with
cylindrical symmetry travelling through a uniform linear
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focusing channel is,

σ′′r + κ2σr =
ε2

σ3
r

(2)

where σr =
√
r2, ε is the rms emittance ε =√

(r2r′2)− (rr′)2, while the focusing strength experi-
enced by the electron beam produced by the break of
background neutrality

κ2 =
e2np

2ε0γmec2
=
k2
p

2γ
(3)

where me and e are the electron mass and the funda-
mental charge respectively, c is the speed of light, ε0

the vacuum permittivity, np is the unperturbed back-
ground number density and the beam Lorentz factor
γ = [1 − (vb/c)

2]−1/2. We can express κ in function of
the plasma wavenumber, by observing k2

p = e2np/ε0me.
In this regime where the plasma motion is mostly ra-

dial, the plasma electron dynamics can be approximated
by assuming that the total force on the plasma electrons
is mainly due to the radial electric field of the bunch.
In the ultra-relativistic limit, the beam field is calcu-
lated from the Gauss’s law. For ease of analysis, we
approximate the beam to be a cylinder with uniform
density nb (where in the limit of a bi-gaussian distribu-
tion nb = Q/(eπ2

√
π/2 σ2

rσz), with Q bunch large and

σz =
√
z2). With these assumptions, the κ coefficient is,

κ2 =
k2
p

2

nb
np
. (4)

From Eq.(4) we can discriminate between the under-
dense plasma lens case (nb < np) and the overdense
plasma lens case (nb > np). In the limit of over-
dense plasma lens we can also distinguish between those
bunches whose charge is totally contained onto a plasma
skin-dept volume and fully screened within the same vol-
ume [6, 16, 20] Q/(enpk

3
p) < 1, from those who are only

partially screened Q/(enpk
3
p) > 1. Eq.(2) and Eq.(4)

can be used to explain in simple terms the beam focus-
ing process, despite a radial model cannot take into ac-
count for the focusing force acting with different strength
along the driver length giving rise to the typical fish-bone
shape. The process of bunch focusing along with the for-
mation of the fish-bone structure is reported in Fig.1.
From Fig.1 we observe the process that bring the bunch
to naturally reach a transverse equilibrium size by a se-
quence of self modulated pinching occurring at betatron
frequency (ωβ =

√
2γωp, with ωp the electron plasma

frequency). From Fig.1 we also observe that while the
charge is focused-up the increase of charge density pro-
duces a neater bubble. The variety of scenarios arising
from different ratios nb/np are summarized in Fig.2 a).
Fig.2 a) depicts the envelope evolution for equal charge

bunches injected with different transverse dimensions,
i.d. σx = σy = [4, 8, 16, 32, 64]µm. In this simulations we
assume the driver electron bunch to have a bi-gaussian
distribution,

nb = αnp e
− 1

2 (x−µ)†Σ−1(x−µ) (5)

with α the ration between the peak bunch number den-
sity nb and np, µ the vector of mean-location and Σ the
covariance (in our case: diagonal) matrix. The driver
has a charge of 200 pC, an energy of 500 MeV, 3 mm-
mrad normalized emittance, a longitudinal extension of
kpσz = 1 and it propagates onto a uniform plasma chan-
nel of np = 1016 cm−3. For the transverse dimensions of
4 µm and 8 µm, nb/np is greater than one and we observe
an overall bunch expansion. The expansion is due to the
emittance dominated effect in a weakly non linear regime
where the plasma only partially surrounds the beam. The
overdense plasma lens case, nb/np < 1, corresponds to
bunches with σx = [16, 32, 64] µm. In accordance with
Eq.(4), we observe that wider bunches have a larger in-
ertia in reaching the equilibrium size. For σx = 24 µm
we compute that nb/np = 0.3; 0.3 represents a critical
thresholds since bunches characterized with nb/np > 0.3
get focused within a betatron wavelength. The quick fo-
cusing in less than a betatron wavelength implies no qual-
ity loss for the trailing bunch. The characteristic angular
frequency of transverse beam dynamics is the betatron-
frequency ωβ =

√
2γωp, the focusing and self-stabilizing

process occurs at this timescale being invariant to respect
the betatron-wavelength λβ . Fig.3 depicts the invariance
by plotting the envelope evolution, for a selected case:
200 pC bunch with σx = 16µm, versus the traveled dis-
tance z in units of λβ .

An ideal PWFA scenario consists of a transversely
matched driver, followed by a transversely matched trail-
ing bunch with an optimized triangular shape to avoid
beam loading. However with a single RF line the diffi-
culty arises in tuning the RF accelerator to control both
bunches at once: the fixed optic can be set to control
only one of the two bunches. Without loss of generality
we can assume to control with high accuracy the trail-
ing bunch, while the driver is delivered at the plasma
out of its optimum. For a 200 pC case the optimized
trailing bunch has 26 pC of charge, a total extent of 20
µm (kp∆z = 0.38) and a transverse r.m.s. dimension of
kpσx = 0.03. Fig.2 b) plots the energy spread σE evolu-
tion for the 200 pC driver injected at different transverse
sizes (the color coding allow to match the trailing bunch
σE evolution of Fig. 2 b) with the driver transverse evo-
lution of Fig. 2 a)). Fig. 2 b) illustrates that when the
driver takes more than a betatron-wavelength to reach a
focused-stable configuration the trailing bunch immedi-
ately looses its quality, and become not usable for further
scopes, e.g. seed a free electron laser. Referring to the
innermost particle trajectory model [16] we observe that
the background electrons only react to the bunch charge
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as if concentrated on-axis: so whether the bunch is in-
jected at its transverse matching condition or focused by
the background plasma it makes no difference since the
linear-charge on-axis is approximately the same. The
model assumes a static configuration and does not take
into account the any driver evolution, simulations con-
sidering also the transient part shows that to maintain a
high quality acceleration the charge need to be gathered
on axis in less than a betatron oscillation.
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FIG. 1: Snapshots of bunch density depicting the background
focusing effect. We observe the passive lens effect smoothly
focusing the driver bunch until stability. The driver of 200 pC,
500 MeV is injected with σx = 32 µm and σz = 50 µm. The
three snapshots corresponds to traveled distance of 2 mm, 4
mm and 1.2 cm.

ROBUSTNESS THRESHOLDS FOR A
MISMATCHED DRIVER

The robustness study assumes to deliver a out-of-
matching driver at the plasma entrance, we then study
the propagation of the trailing bunch driven by this non-
optimal driver identifying the bunch distortions we can
tolerate without affecting the trailing bunch quality. The
systematic study, due to the total number of simulations
to run, is conducted with a big-data approach: simu-
lations are controlled by a master program written in
Python that also take care to optimize simulation param-
eters, e.g. box dimensions, and to store only the essential
information for each single run to avoid computer mem-
ory and storage overloading. For our systematic scan we
have decided to vary both the longitudinal dimension,
from 10 µm to 100 µm, and the transverse dimension
from 2 µm to 64 µm. The transverse matched condi-
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FIG. 2: Subplot a) graphs the driver rms-transverse evolu-
tion for different injection dimensions. Subplot b) reports the
trailing bunch energy spread growth for each different driver
injected transverse size. The driver has a 200 pC charge and
500 MeV energy. The trailing bunch has an optimized trian-
gular shape with a charge of 27 pC.

tion is 4 µm, our systematic case consider cases spanning
from over-focused to under-focused cases. We adjusted
the simulation box, run by run, to define the smallest
possible box, to reduce the run time as much as possible,
that can comfortably accommodate the driver. The box
dimension has been automated and optimized for each
single run, the transverse dimension has been chosen to
be the minimum between 4 × σr and 40 µm while the
longitudinal box has been chosen to extended 6 × σz in
front of the driver and 1.5λp at the back. The simulation
run distance is set to 2× λβ .

The systematic scan results are plotted in Fig.4. Fig.4
has been matrix plotted with no contour smoothing, each
pixel corresponds to a simulation. Fig.4-a) plots the trail-
ing bunch energy spread, Fig.4-b) the emittance. On the
x-axis we report the driver initial bunch σz, on the y-
axis the driver initial σr. The color scale represents the
witness property at the end of the run. A white dashed
line encompass those driver bunches whose final volume
is fully contained within a plasma skin-dept volume. We
observe that the emittance exhibits a higher robustness,
the energy spread is more subject to fluctuations and its
increase is appreciable also for very small driver varia-
tions, e.g. for driver transversally matched but longitu-
dinally shorter than the matching condition.

By making use of this systematic scan and looking at
the data in their complex we observe that the witness
quality is preserved if the final driver volume is contained
within a volume of k−1

p of edge. This condition can be
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FIG. 3: Transverse-rms driver bunch evolution for different
energies γ = {1000, 1500, 2000, 4000}. The travelled distance
(Z) has been plot in unit of betatron wavelength. We observe
the oscillation invariance in terms of betatron-wavelength.

understood by referring to the simplified model described
in previous section. nb/np needs to be smaller than 0.3
for a quick transverse focusing, longitudinally the whole
bunch length has to be fully contained within a plasma
wavelength.

Fig.4 shows with a systematic approach that in order
to generate a stable bubble where the trailing bunch can
accelerate without degrading the most important param-
eter is the charge, that we kept fix, since both the lon-
gitudinal and the transverse dimension allow for some
flexibility and they self adjust by interacting with the
surrounding plasma.

For the study presented in Fig.4 we have considered
bunches with different dimensions, but all these bunches
where initialized at waist. We can change
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